
Ride A Reliable Reelmaster 5100-D... 

. . .with Toro's 
Exciting, New 
Automated 
Control 
Electronics... 

. . .and you'll experience an advanced 
standard of lightweight fairway mowing! 

AUTOMATED CONTROL 
ELECTRONICS (ACE) 

With the 5100-D, Toro in-
troduces Automated Control 
Electronics, ACE™. It's a 
revolutionary control system 
for specialized turf equip-
ment, yet a proven technolo-
gy that increases equipment 
reliability, functionality and 
serviceability. Try it and see 
for yourself. 

AUTOMATED 
CLIP CONTROL 

With ACE, Toro also presents 
Automatic Clip Control, 
ClipACE. Reel speed is auto-
matically adjusted according 
to mowing speed for an ideal 
relationship that optimizes 
cutting efficiencies as it ac-
commodates varied turf con-
ditions. Try it and see for 
yourself. 

SUPER EASY 
SERVICING 

The 5100-D aims to keep 
you on the course, not in 
the shop, with high-tech 
reliability built-in for trouble-
free operations. One self-
contained hydraulic manifold 
serves to eliminate the need 
for individual valves and 
their plumbing to give you 
simplified controls and re-
duce the possibility of leaks. 

Put an ACE in your hand... and see how simple it is! 

TORO 14900 - 21 ST AVENUE NORTH • PLYMOUTH, MINNESOTA 55447 
PHONE (612) 475-2200 • FAX (612) 475-0351 • TOLL FREE 1-800-362-3665 
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The farther we travel the better it gets. Bill Cox had Tianna C.C. in excellent 
condition on June 13th but as I was told by a member in town, Bill always 
has the course looking great. 

Bill also took time to socialize with some early arrivers on Sunday. Thanks 
Bill and crew. 

* * * * 

The Turf Tburney is over for 1994. Thirty-two foursomes participated, 
not a bad number considering we lost some of our prime courses this year 
due to scheduling conflicts. Nice going, Kevin Clunis. 

It seems the busier the courses get, the harder it is to get four tee-times 
on a given day. Hopefully, things will work out a little better next year 
regarding some of the "prime" courses. 

For anyone that doesn't understand this tournament, I'll try to explain. A 
golf course donates four tee times accommodating 16 golfers with 8 carts. We 
market this for $320 a foursome. We do occur some expense by providing meals 
and prizes. This is a greeat fundraiser for research — and where is any 
successful organization without research? The main prizes consist of 
complimentary rounds of golf at participating courses that did not fill up. 

If anyone has any ideas for next year, please let me know. 
I thought of a couple things as I was writing, such as a statewide tournament 

that runs for a longer time. Or maybe some of the courses that couldn't 
accommodate us would like to donate tee times as prizes. 

A special thanks to Ex-officio Greg Hubbard and Executive Director Scott 
Turtinen for helping out with the scoring! 

* * * * 

See you in Rochester on July 18th. 

— Joe Moris 
President 
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FROM YOUR PRESIDENTS DESK 

Tianna GC. 
Was Well Worth 
The Travel 



We Want Golf Courses 
With Soil Problems! 

Soil Solutions! 
from Fioratine 

CalpHlex-
The Economical, Highly Soluble 
Calcium Chelate for managing: 
• Calcium Deficiency 
• Magnesium Excess 
• pH Balance 
• Sodium Build-Up 

Maxiplex-
The Concentrated Liquid Humic 
Acid for Better Management of: 
• Compaction 
• Nutrient Tie-Up 
• Leaching 
• Hot Spots 

Fioratine Products Group 
129 S. Main. CoBirvMk, TN 38017 
(901) 853-2898 

FLORA TINE PRODUCTS 

JUST FOR THE 
HEALTH OF IT! 

* ASTRON PLUS * PER"4"MAX PLUS 
* KNIFE PLUS * RENAISSANCE 

and other patented hormone 
balanced auxiliary nutrient 

compounds promoting 
improvements in turf grass: 

*Root Development 
*Stress Resistance & 

Recovery 
* Health & Quality 

Decidedly Different in 
Design & Performance 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL DAN GABLER AT 612-934-1205 

SUPERIOR TECH PRODUCTS 
80 WEST 78TH ST., CHANHASSEN, MN 55317 

PRODUCT MANUFACTURED BY F.P.G. MEMPHIS, TN 

HOME OF NOVA TEE 



THE BUNKER SAND TRAP 
By Judith Ferguson Gockel 
Agri-Systems of Texas, Inc. 

Choosing a new bunker sand 
has many of the elements of 
organized gambling; if you are 

lucky or particularly skillful you could 
win, but the odds are not on your side. 
It is possible to even things up, if some 
of the basic guidelines for making the 
selection are observed. 

In the laboratory, several factors are 
taken into account. We make recom-
mendations based on particles, parti-
cle shape, color, cleanliness and cost. 
After we have done all that, we then 
bring the whole thing into the real 
world by firing a golf ball into a pile 
of sand almost horizontally and then 
dropping it from a height sufficient to 
achieve something close to terminal 
velocity. If the material passes these 
tests, it is going to be fine. 

For the individual in the field doing 
the selection, there are some points to 
consider. The first consideration is par-
ticle size. Experience has demonstrat-
ed that having the majority of the 
particles in the .25MM to the 1.0MM 
range provides the most satisfactory 
results. By majority, incidently, we are 
referring to 85% or more of the materi-
al, not merely a percentage large 
enough to elect a President. 

Particles exceeding 1.0MM work 
their way toward the top of any aggre-
gation, while the fines are moved 
downward through the coarser materi-
als. Any mixture of particles will 
demonstrate their characteristic while 
achieving stability. 

Large particles blasted onto the 
green can cause damage to equipment, 
as well as becoming an uncomfortable 
hazard to bystanders. Deposits of the 
recommended sand range are usually 
very similar to the material used for 
topdressing; consequently they create 
few problems. An excess of fine parti-
cles often indicate the presence of sig-
nificant amounts of soil materials; 

these associated silts and clays can 
create serious drainage problems, or 
complicate existing ones. 

It is most desirable to have the bulk 
of the particles in the .5MM to .25MM 
range, except where frequent high or 
gusty winds occur. In this instance, it 
is advisable to go to the larger size 
range. 

Particle shape is harder to deter-
mine and is largely a subjective deter-
mination in the field. There is no 
national standard for sand; one com-
pany's mason sand may be another's 
concrete or glass sand. You can at least 
request an angular or sub-angular 
sand, which terms have loose mean-
ings to most suppliers. The problems 
engendered by Round sands make a 
determined search for angular materi-
als worthwhile, round sands are theo-
rized to have been windblown at some 
point in their history; the forces which 
create them are too great to have been 
mere water movement. They are inap-
propriate for most golf course uses, 
since they shift under pressures of var-
ious sorts. A good analogy is a boxful 
of ball bearings. If you apply pressure 
at any point everything moves eventu-
ally. Pity the hapless golfer, slowly 
sinking beneath a tide of encroaching 
sand, while slashing hopelessly at his 
invisible ball. 

Angular materials have some flat 
sides which interlock with those of 
other particles, establishing stability 
quickly, and retaining it well in the 
long term. It is possible to go too far 
into the region of the angular; truly 
sharp sands may pack too hard, mak-
ing explosion shots difficult. These de-
terminations are difficult to make 
without special techniques, and these 
sands are best selected with a labora-
tory procedure. 

The term "angle of repose" is relat-
ed to particle shape; the more angular 

the particle, the greater the angle of 
repose. The material is piled to the 
highest angle it will support without 
having grains of sand begin to 
avalanche down the sides of the pile. 
The test is done with material in the 
dry state; the presence of moisture in-
creases this angle considerably in all 
sands. 

Color is a consideration which re-
quires special attention. While the 
beautiful white sands show up well on 
television and are much sought-after 
by persons who must rely on visual ap-
peal for sales of property or member-
ships, the white sands are hard on the 
eyes, and can make the ball hard to 
see in some situations. If you have a 
choice of materials, you might want to 
take into consideration your specific 
needs. If maintenance creates 
problems, bear in mind that the white 
and pale cream sands show contami-
nation much more readily than some 
of the darker materials. 

Compaction is another major con-
sideration. The best results are usual-
ly obtained from the silica-based 
sands. There are white limestone 
sands which are available; however 
they tend to break down, creating an 
undesirable quantity of fines. The 
fines can cement together, creating 
drainage problems; they can also 
produce a good deal of dust in windy 
conditions. This is your last choice if 
any other materials are available. 

Cleanliness is a major consideration 
in the choice of a bunker sand. Many 
sands, including "washed" sands, have 
a significant silt/clay component. This 
is difficult to determine quantitative-
ly in the field. Because processing 
methods vary so greatly, one compa-
ny's washing procedure may be much 
more or less efficient than another's. 
As with any of the conditions involv-

(Continued on Page 32) 



PULL FORTHE RONALD 
MCDONALD HOUSE" 

Ronald McDonald House 
Pop Tab Recycling Project 
The Pop Can Tab Recycling Project began 
as a small project to raise a few hundred 
dollars to support families staying at the 
Ronald McDonald House of the Twin Cities 
while their children were undergoing 
treatment for cancer or other life-threatening 
illnesses at area hospitals. 

cJESiSSSRnSZ S i n c e t h e s t a r t o f t h e p « • * * i n 1 9 8 7 „ o v e r 2 5 0 

away from home "for families of children tons (380,060,800 tabs) have been collected, 
fflaTCSol^^e. raising $215,466.18 for the Ronald McDonald 
SF Minnpapnlis House. 
MN 55414-3118. C1990 McDonald s Corporation 

The program has been organized and conducted by VFW Post #295 and Auxiliary of 
South St. Paul. It now involves thousands of schools, organizations, businesses, and 
individuals from all over the USA. 

Due to storage limitations and health considerations, only the can tabs and not the entire 
cans have been collected. The can tabs are shipped or delivered to either the VFW Post, 
the Ronald McDonald House or Twin Cities' McDonald's Restaurants and are then taken 
to Great V\festem Recycling Industries, Inc. Some out-of-state groups have even recycled 
the tabs themselves and sent the cash to the Ronald McDonald House. 

This project continues to grow because it is a simple, grass roots, volunteer directed 
project. It's an easy and fun task for young and old and a great way for people across 
the nation to lend support to children and their families during an extremely traumatic time 
in their lives. Please join this growing effort. Collect can tabs in your area. 

PLEASE COLLECT TABS ONLY, NO CANS, NO BOTTLE TOPS, NO CAN UDS. 
COLLECT TABS IN A CONTAINER THAT IS EASILY ACCESSIBLE 

(i.e. no small mouth containers)!!! 

Send tabs to: 
Ronald McOonald House 
608 Ontario Street S.E 
Minneapolis, MN 55414 
(612) 331-5752 

VFW Post #295 & Auxiliary 
or 111 S. Concord Exchange 

South St Paul, MN 55075 
(612)455-1505 

or 
Any Twin Cites 

McDonald's 
Restaurant 



A Hole-By-Hole Look 
At Rochester Golf & Country Club 
Rochester Golf & Country Club is 

a vintage A.W. Tillinghast designed 
golf course, circa 1925. While Tillie's 
trademark design philosophy of a 
"controlled shot to a closely guarded 
green is the surest test of anyone's 
golf;' holds true at RGCC, the tight 
evergreen-lined fairways have extend-
ed this philosophy from tee to green. 

Veteran golfers at RGCC have a few 
basic strategic golf pointers for play-
ing this Tillinghast classic. 

• Never miss your approach shots to 
the greens long, especially No. 2. 

• Don't try to be a hero when punch-
ing out of trees. Just pitch it straight 
back to the fairway. 

• Stay below the hole, especially on 
No. 7. 

• Accuracy of the tee, not distance, 
reaps rewards. 

• Always remember which direction 
the wind is coming from before you 
start, because the avenues of ever-
greens cause many deceptive swirling 
winds below the tree line. 

The following comments give you 
some details for the holes at RGCC. 

No. 1, Par 4, 355 yards. Unless 
there is a strong wind from the west, 
the fairway bunker usually doesn't 
come into play. The fairway slopes 
right to left with a ridge preceeding 
the green, giving a false depth percep-
tion to the approach shot. Any pin 
placement in the front third of the 
green may result in many three-putts. 

No. 2, Par 4,390 yards. With more 
room to the right side of the fairway, 
players should choose to play safely 
away from the pines lining the left 
side. Those going over this green will 
find themselves facing a nearly im-
possible shot coming back. 

No. 3, Par 3,190 yards. A great par 
three. There is no margin for error. 
Missing the green left or right leaves 
very delicate chip shots to this left to 
right sloping green. 

No. 4, Par 5,530 yards. One of the 
great par fives in the state. While the 

tee shot appears to allow placement 
down the center of the fairway, any 
shot left of center may be blocked by 
pine trees on the corner. A well-placed 
drive provides the option of hitting 
either a fairway wood to a short up-
hill lie or a mid-iron onto a longer flat 
lie. Wayward approach shots have 
been known to produce broken win-
dows in the clubhouse or find the pool. 

No. 5, Par 3, 175 yards. This tee 
shot requires a full carry to a wide but 
shallow putting surface. One of the 
easier greens to make a long putt. 
Remember your wind direction here. 

No. 6, Par 5, 535 yards. This 
elevated tee creates one of the most 
scenic views on the golf course. With 
the safe negotiation of the fairway 
bunker, it takes two large shots to 
reach this green in two. The right 
bunker in front of the green creates 
a distance illusion, making the third 
shot club selection key. In best shot, 
a par here and you lose a stroke to the 
field. 

No. 7, Par 4, 335 yards. Accuracy, 
not distance is the key to this tee shot. 
Players will want to avoid driving 
down the left side, as overhanging 
limbs will block the approach to 
another elevated green. Considered 
by members to be the most difficult 
green on the course. An approach shot 
below the hole may yield a birdie try 
or a demanding shot from "Big 
Mouth" bunker in front of the green. 
Downhill putts here require steady 
nerves and a light stroke with a par 
four being a great score here even in 
best shot. 

No. 8, Par 4,370 yards. Again the 
tee shot is key. A slightly off-line drive 
in either side of the pine trees means 
an almost certain bogey. Yet for those 
who set up their approach well with 
an accurate drive, the green may pro-
vide rewards. 

No. 9, Par 4,435 yards. A long par 
four which usually plays against the 
prevailing winds. One of the few holes 

where a long tee shot pays dividends. 
This green is the largest on the 
course. 

No. 10, Par 4,320 yards. The short-
est par four on the course. A dogleg 
right to a small elevated green that 
slopes right to left. Only an uphill 
putt will yield aggressive attempts at 
birdie here. 

No. 11, Par 3,120 yards. A classic 
short par three with surrounding 
bunkers. This hole always seems to be 
in between clubs and especially can 
be tough downwind with out-of-
bounds directly behind the green. 

No. 12, Par 5, 450 yards. A great 
chance for eagle here in best shot and 
certainly a sure birdie. This hole was 
originally a par four (same yardage) 
and was changed via members in the 
late '40s to a par five. It takes a big 
tee shot to avoid a downhill lie, and 
the green is crowned. Therefore, ac-
cepts only the straightest of approach 
shots with putts breaking to the 
clubhouse. 

No. 13, Par 4, 405 yards. A great 
par four! Long iron approach shots 
must be on target with severe penal-
ties for straying long or left. Also, a 
bail-out right of the green will leave 
you at a very difficult chip to right pin 
placements. 

No. 14, Par 4,370 yards. The land-
ing area in the fairway narrows as you 
get nearer the green. This is the 
toughest green to hold. Again, missed 
approach shots right, left and long 
reap severe penalties. Putts on this 
green are difficult to read. 

No. 15, Par 3,172 yards. The first 
of the "two new holes" has a long but 
narrow green for a long iron ap-
proach. Prevailing winds are usually 
right to left, making a solid hit imper-
ative to keeping your flight line. A 
bail-out right in the greenside bunker 
almost guarantees a bogey.....or more. 

No. 16, Par 4,350 yards. A tee shot 
of 225-250 yards is of extreme import-

(Continued on Page 32) 



TORO, Toro has an aerator that's right for you. TORO 
Greens Aerator 

Get in 18 holes in the 
time it took you to do 9 

Compare that to the competition. Toro keeps you way out 
in front because of its increased ground speed—and wider 
coring width. 13,000 square feet per hour means you'll do 
the job almost twice as fast as you're doing it today. 

Hydro-Jecf 3000 

A revolutionary turf cultivation tool that deeply aerates com-
pacted soils without causing surface disturbance using high 
velocity water. 

Fairway Aerator Turf Aerator 686 

Productivity, extra depth and durability in one 
machine.. .This 1.5 acre per hour aerator gives fairways 
and other large turf areas the same quality aeration previ-
ously limited to greens. 

Three independent coring heads follow the ground con-
tour both vertically and horizontally over uneven turf con-
ditions. You get deep penetration with twelve (12) 70 lb. 
castings spread across a 6V2 foot aerating swath for those 
large turf area jobs. 

Choose from three tractor-drawn 
aerators to effectively and economically 

aerate your general turf areas. 

• I f B T i i W 
I V l I DISTRIBUTING C O . I W 

14900 Twenty-first Avenue North • Plymouth, Minnesota 55447 • Phone (612) 475-2200 



Keeping Reels Sharp 

Reel mowers are high-precision 
machines that provide top-
quality cutting To deliver 

such cutting performance, they em-
ploy a combination of a reel, often 
spinning between 600 and 2,000 rpm., 
and a bedknife. 

Because those two elements com-
bine to do the cutting, they should be 
adjusted precisely. There should be 
little or no contact between the reel 
and the bedknife, and the leading 
edges of both should be squared off— 
some manufacturers even believe 
there should be a "reverse angle," and 
those vary from five to 15 degrees. 

There are several ways to sharpen 
reels. The most commonly used is 
backlapping, which is actually a sim-
ple, inexpensive honing procedure 
that should be done after approxi-
mately 40 hours of cutting. Backlap-
ping involves spinning the reels in 
reverse after applying (brushing) a 
special compound, and either backing 
the reel down to the bedknife or the 
bedknife to the reel, depending on the 
particular mower. The pressure be-
tween the reel and bedknife, com-
bined with the sharpening compound 
acting as "liquid sandpaper" actual-
ly sharpens the reel blades. When the 
"grinding sound" stops, the backlap-
ping process is usually complete. 

Sharpening compounds come in a 
number of grits, from a very coarse 50 
grit to a very fine 220 grit. Most peo-
ple tend to use them in the 80 to 120 
grit range. 

There are two basic ways of spin-
ning reels backward for backlapping. 
For reel mowers that are not hydrau-
lically driven, there are electric back-
lappers. They cost about $400 and can 
be hooked directly to the mower. 
Hydraulically driven reels, on the 
other hand, will probably have a 
backlapping switch on them. 

By Monty Montague 
National Mower & Turfco, Inc. 

Sometimes backlapping isn't 
enough. The next step is grinding and 
there are several ways to grind mow-
er reels. The first is a spin grinder. 
Spin grinders range in cost from 
$2,600 to $20,000, so many sports turf 
managers will actually send their 
reels out for grinding. But whether 
you send your reels out for grinding 
or do it in house, the most important 
thing you do before is to check the reel 
for bearing wear and adjust end play. 
A worn reel, particularly an uneven-
ly worn reel, could be the sign of an 
improper adjustment or even a worn 
bearing that needs replacement. If 
that same reel was sent out for grind-
ing without the mechanical problem 
being corrected first, the reel and bed-
knife could "slap" during grinding 
and create a damaged or an uneven-
ly sharpened reel. Solve any and all 
mechanical problems with your reels 
before you send them out for grinding 
— check your owner's manual for 
specific adjustment instructions. 

Spin grinding is "flat-edged" grind-
ing and is good until you have no 
relief left on your reel blade. Relief 
grinding creates an angle on the trail-
ing edge of your blade. All blades 
come from their manufacturers with 
relief, and it reduces the pulling and 
tearing of grass when reels get dull. 
Relief also speeds up the backlapping 
resharpening process. Some manufac-
turers believe it extends the life of the 
bedknife. 

One of the most common tests for 
reel sharpness after backlapping, 
grinding or relief grinding involves 
placing two pieces of newspaper be-
tween the reel and bedknife. If they 
cut the first piece of paper and bend 
the second, then the mower is proba-
bly ready for action. It's important to 
repeat this test, not just in the center 
of the mower but at both ends. 

Improper adjustment or a worn bear-
ing can lead to uneven sharpening 
and leave you with a conical reel. 

How often you backlap, grind or 
relief grind your reels will, in large 
part, be determined by your specific 
situation. Factors include grass type, 
cutting frequency and height, top-
dressing frequency, obstacles and 
more — it all depends on use. If your 
reel mower is still cutting beautiful-
ly at the end of the season, there's no 
sense in grinding it. Again, the most 
crucial thing is to consistently check 
bearing wear or end play wear, and 
correct it immediately. If you make 
adjustments and still get end play, it's 
probably time to change the bearing 
— before you use any reel sharpening 
method. 

MSU Turfgrass 
Field Day 

To Be Held 
On August 18 
The 1994 Michigan Turfgrass 

Field Day will be held Thursday, 
August 18,1994, at the Hancock 
Turfgrass Research Center, 
Michigan State University, East 
Lansing, Mich. Details regard-
ing this event will be mailed in 
July. For further information 
contact Kay at 517-321-1660. 



TEXTRON 

Full 10" overhang makes trimming a breeze. 
Get the most out of every ride—even around 

tricky traps and planting beds—with the generous 
10" overhang of the 1684D. One of a complete 
family of TH-King™ triplex mowers from Jacobsen. 

More choices in agile, compact, high-
production mowing. 

Select a 16 hp gas, mechanically 
driven reel unit with 71" cutting width, 
or 16.5 hp diesel, 
hydraulically 
driven models in 
either 72" or 84" 
cutting widths. 

All three fea-
ture your choice 
of 5 or 10-blade 
reels that can 
be switched from fixed to floating simply 
by removing a bolt. Plus, foot-operated 
reel lift allows the operator to keep both 
hands on the responsive steering yoke 
for fast, precise cross-cutting. 
New standard features. 

The 1672D & 1684D now come equipped 
with on-demand, all-wheel drive and 
power backlap-
ping standard 
for the ultimate 
in triplex 
performance and 

value, 
and the 
TM-Kings' 
wide stance, lightweight 
0 design treads softly on 

delicate turf. 
Ask your Jacobsen dealer for a com-

plete demonstration. 

"We Initiate Satisfaction' 

NORTH STAR TURF, INC. 
3080 Centerville Road 
St. Paul, MN 55117 

(612) 484 841 
(800) 592 9513 

THE PROFESSIONALS CHOICE ON TURF. 

Jacobsen Division of Textron, Inc. 


